
Particle Creation in Pre-Big-Bang Cosmology:theory and observational consequencesR. Durrer1, K.E. Kunze1 and M. Sakellariadou2;31D�epartement de Physique Th�eorique, Universit�e de Gen�eve,24 quai Ernest Ansermet, CH-1211 Gen�eve 4, Switzerland.2D�epartement d'Astrophysique Relativiste et de Cosmologie,UMR 8629 du C.N.R.S., Observatoire de Paris,5 place J. Janssen, 92195 Meudon Cedex, France.3Institut d'Astrophysique de Paris, UPR 341 du C.N.R.S.,98 bis Boulevard Arago, 75014 Paris, France.(November 1, 2001)We present some phenomenological aspects of the pre-big-bang cosmologicalmodel inspired by the duality properties of string theory. In particular, assumingthe spatial sections of the homogeneous background geometry to be isotropic,we discuss the quantum production of perturbations of the background �elds(gravitons, dilatons, moduli �elds), as well as the production of particles whichdo not contribute to the background, which we call \seeds". As such we considerthe cases of electromagnetic and axionic seeds. We also discuss their possibleobservational consequences, for example, we study whether they can providethe origin of primordial galactic magnetic �elds, and whether they can generatethe initial uctuations leading to the formation of large-scale structure and themeasured cosmic microwave background anisotropies. We �nally analyze axionand photon production in four dimensional anisotropic pre-big-bang cosmologicalmodels.
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I. INTRODUCTIONThe pre-big-bang scenario [1,2] (PBB) is a cosmological model inspired by the duality proper-ties of string theory. It di�ers from conventional cosmological models based on general relativityby the presence of the dilaton �eld. In the PBB model, the initial state of the universe is thestring perturbative vacuum, instead of a hot and dense state as predicted by the standard cos-mological model. In the string (S) frame { in which weakly coupled strings move along geodesicsurfaces [3] { the low-energy string e�ective action in D dimensions, neglecting both �nite-sizee�ects and loop corrections, can be written asS = � 116�GD Z dDx pjgDj e��� �RD + @��@��� 112H���H��� + V (�)� + SM ; (1.1)where GD is Newton's constant in D dimensions and RD is the Ricci scalar of the D-dimensionalspace-time. In Eq. (1.1), H��� denotes the �eld strength of the two-index antisymmetric tensorB�� (i.e., H = dB), � is the dilaton �eld and V (�) is the dilaton potential. During the pre-big-bang era when the e�ective coupling e�=2 is small, it is usually assumed that the dilatonpotential (V � exp[� exp(��)]) can be neglected. On the other hand, during the post-big-bangera the dilaton potential vanishes, leading to a constant massive dilaton sitting at the minimum.The action SM describes \bulk" string matter satisfying the classical string equations of motionin a given background.The low-energy string e�ective action, Eq. (1.1), leads to a set of cosmological equations fora homogeneous and spatially at background which obey the \scale-factor duality" [1]: if thebackground �elds are only time-dependent, and if fai(t); �(t); i = 1; :::; D� 1g denote the scalefactors and dilaton of a given homogeneous exact solution with vanishing antisymmetric tensor,then the system f~ai(t); ~�(t); i = 1; :::; D � 1g, obtained through the transformation in (D � 1)spatial dimensions: ai ! ~ai = a�1i ; �! ~� = �� 2Xi ln ai ; (1.2)is a new exact solution of the cosmological equations [1,4]. In the presence of matter, which canbe approximated as a perfect uid, a scale factor duality remains a symmetry of the solutionsif we add the transformation law p=�! �p=� [1].The solution of the string cosmology equations with the perturbative vacuum as initial con-dition, describes a phase of growing curvature and growing dilaton. It is called the \dilatonphase". Once the curvature H2 (where H = _a=a; a dot stands for di�erentiation with respectto cosmic time t) reaches the string scale ��1s , the background enters the \string phase" dur-ing which higher derivative terms in the �0 expansion become important. During this phase,the curvature scale is supposed to remain constant while the string coupling increases. At thebeginning of the string phase, the string coupling can be arbitrarily small; this is one of theparameters of the model. At the end of the string phase, the dilaton approaches the strongcoupling regime (the coupling constant is � 1), leading to the transition to the radiation-dominated era characterized by decelerated evolution and frozen dilaton �eld. The durationof the string phase is the second parameter of this cosmological model inspired by string the-ory. A complete description of the high curvature strong coupling regime and its transition toa radiation-dominated post-big-bang universe with frozen dilaton is still lacking. Some \toymodels" and approximations have however been studied [5,6].By combining the duality transformation with time-reversal symmetry (t ! �t), anothersymmetry of the model, we can always associate to any given decelerated expanding post-big-bang solution with decreasing curvature:_a > 0 ; �a < 0 ; _H < 0 ; (1.3)2



an accelerated expanding pre-big-bang solution with growing curvature:_a > 0 ; �a > 0 ; _H > 0 : (1.4)Transforming this accelerating solution into the Einstein (E) frame | in which the dilatoncoupling is absorbed into the metric by a conformal transformation, i.e., the graviton and dilatonkinetic terms are diagonalized | through the conformal (D � 1)-dimensional rescaling [2]:a! a e��=(D�2) ; dt! dt e��=(D�2) ; (1.5)the pre-big-bang solution transforms into a Friedmann universe with accelerated contractionand growing curvature _a < 0 ; �a < 0 ; _H < 0 : (1.6)Let us consider as an example [1], a spatially at isotropic background in D = 4 space-timedimensions with vanishing antisymmetric tensor and dilaton potential and with non-zero bulkstring matter. The scale factor duality maps the standard radiation-dominated solution withfrozen dilaton a � t1=2 ; � = const: ; � = 3p ; t > 0 (1.7)into the pre-big-bang solutiona � (�t)�1=2 ; � = �3 ln(�t) ; � = �3p ; t < 0 (1.8)which describes an accelerated expansion of the pole- or super-ination type [7] with growingcurvature and gravitational coupling.The phenomenological drawbacks (i.e., horizon, atness problems) of the standard cosmolog-ical model can be equally well solved, either by a su�ciently long era of super-ination in thestring frame, or an era of accelerated contraction in the Einstein frame. Thus, the choice offrame is just a matter of convenience, and the physical description of the PBB scenario is equiv-alent in the S and E frames [2]. In this paper we usually work in the string frame, otherwisewe specify it.The usual relations with the adiabatic decrease of temperature T :� � 1=aD � TD ; T � 1=a (1.9)in the radiation-dominated background, are mapped [2] to:� � 1=aD�2 � 1=TD�2 ; T � a (1.10)in the dual pre-big-bang background, where the temperature increases with the scale factor a.Going from the phase with scale factor a to the dual one with scale factor 1=a, the temperature Tremains unchanged, since we applied not only a duality transformation but also a time reversal,changing the range of cosmic time t from [�1; 0] to [0;1].The PBB scenario attempts to describe the very early universe near the Planck scale, whengeneral relativity breaks down. It should not be considered as an alternative to the conventionalstandard cosmological model supplied by ination, but as a completion to it. Moreover, in fullstring theory the pre-big-bang solution is expected to be smoothly connected to a standardpost-big-bang universe whose evolution is described by general relativity. One area of activityin string cosmology studies precisely this high curvature/high coupling phase which has to bedescribed by string theory, either via corrections to the low curvature/low coupling equationsor by some other means.Another area of research deals with those observational consequences of the PBB model whichare most probably independent of this transition and which distinguish the PBB model fromother inationary cosmologies. One then also wants to study how well di�erent observablesagree with present observational constraints. The cosmological implications of string theory,3



and more precisely, the comparison of the predictions of the PBB scenario with observations,will provide a test for string theory as a fundamental theory and �x some of the parameters ofthe PBB model. However, despite the attractive features of the PBB scenario, one should keepin mind that there still remain theoretical and phenomenological aspects which are not yet fullyunderstood. Among the phenomenological aspects of the PBB scenario, vacuum uctuationsand the corresponding particle production are important issues and they will be discussed inthis paper. In what follows, we calculate the spectra of the produced particles and indicatesome possible observational consequences.We consider phenomenological aspects of the pre-big-bang solutions derived from the low-energy string e�ective action. We decompose the spatial sections of the full D-dimensionalspace-time into a three-dimensional external expanding sub-manifold and a (D�4)-dimensionalinternal sub-manifold. The internal spatial dimensions shrink down to the �nal compacti�cationscale, which is typically given by the fundamental length parameter of string theory.At conformal time � = ��1, when string corrections become important, we make an instanta-neous transition from the pre-big-bang to the post-big-bang era where the internal dimensionsas well as the dilaton are supposed to be frozen while the three external dimensions keep ex-panding like in an ordinary radiation-dominated Friedmann universe. A crucial but reasonableassumption, is that the spectra of the produced particles on scales much larger than �1, are notinuenced by the details of the transition from the pre- to the post-big-bang era. This has beenveri�ed numerically with some toy models for the pre- to post-big-bang transition [8]. In whatfollows, we neglect the e�ects of an intermediate string phase. More precisely, in our modelthe universe starts at the dilaton driven era and then enters the radiation-dominated era. Itis possible that the intermediate string phase is long and a�ects a considerable region of thespectrum. Then, the spectra we calculate are still valid for all modes which exit the horizonbefore the string phase.Our paper is organized as follows. In Section II we discuss the quantum creation of back-ground perturbations (gravitons, dilatons and moduli �elds). In the context of the PBBscenario, there is an accelerated shrinking of the event horizon during the super-inationaryphase [2], which ends when a maximal curvature scale is reached and higher-derivative termscan no longer be neglected. After an intermediate string phase, the universe enters [1{3] thedecelerating, radiation-dominated phase. During the pre-big-bang phase the evolution, in ei-ther the Einstein or the string frame, is accelerated and the curvature as well as the dilaton�eld are growing. Therefore, the ampli�cation of perturbations is more e�cient at later times(higher frequencies). This generically implies blue spectra, in contrary to standard inationwhere curvature remains essentially constant leading to at spectra.In Section III we discuss the quantum creation of �elds which do not contribute to thebackground. We call them \seeds". Seeds are produced by the ampli�cation of quantumuctuations of �elds which are present in string theory but are not part of the homogeneousbackground. In particular, we study electromagnetic (EM) seeds and their rôle for primordialgalactic magnetic �elds, and Kalb-Ramond axion seeds and their rôle for large-scale structureand the cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropies. Both cases are characteristic of thePBB scenario, since in the conventional picture based on general relativity, there is no Kalb-Ramond axion and electromagnetic perturbations cannot be excited due to their conformalcoupling to the metric and the absence of a dilaton �eld.Up to this point we assume the spatial section of the four-dimensional homogeneous back-ground geometry to be isotropic, in other words there is a single scale factor. This assumptionwill be dropped in Section IV, where we analyze perturbations in four-dimensional anisotropicpre-big-bang models. In particular, we study the creation of axions and photons and comparethe result with the isotropic case. In Section V we state our main conclusions.Notation: Cosmic time is denoted by t, and conformal time by �; they are related by t =R ad�, where a is the scale factor. Correspondingly, a dot stands for derivative w.r.t. cosmictime t, and a prime stands for derivative w.r.t. conformal time �. The scale factors are a(and b in the anisotropic case). The dilaton �eld is � or ', the modulus �eld is B, and theaxion �eld is �. The spectral index of the perturbation spectrum is denoted by n. The gauge-invariant Bardeen potentials are � and 	. The critical density is �c = 3M2PlH2=(8�), where4



H = a0=a2 = _a=a. The transition scale in units of the Planck mass MPl is g1 = H1=MPl. Sincethe universe is radiation dominated at time �1, the fraction of the total (critical) energy densityin radiation at a given time � is 
(�) = (H1=H)2(a1=a)4. Latin indices i; j take values 1; 2; 3,while capital letters A;B are equal to 1; :::; D� 4, where D stands for the dimensionality of thespace-time. The subscripts E, S, A stand for Einstein, string and axion frames respectively.II. PERTURBATIONS OF THE BACKGROUNDIn this section we study perturbations that may be generated by parametric ampli�cationof vacuum uctuations, as the universe goes through the transition from the pre- to the post-big-bang era. In particular, we calculate the spectrum of quantum perturbations in the metric,dilaton and moduli �elds produced in the classical PBB background. We assume the axion�eld not to contribute to the background energy density; of course quantum uctuations of theaxion �eld cannot be neglected and, as we show in the next section, they may even lead to theobserved density perturbations.During the pre-big-bang era, the universe goes through a phase of accelerated evolution withgrowing curvature scale, and decreasing co-moving Hubble length jd ln a(�)=d�j�1. Vacuumuctuations in a given �eld which are initially, � ! �1, inside the Hubble scale exit at� � �1=k and enter again in the subsequent radiation (or matter) era at � � +1=k. Thetime evolution of the background acts like a time-dependent potential and generically leads toparticle creation. On scales k which are stretched to cosmologically large scales, this processcan lead to classical perturbations of the gravitational, dilaton and moduli �elds as in the usualinationary scenario. The characteristics of the generated spectrum of perturbations dependon the evolution of the background and on the coupling of the �elds.We consider a D-dimensional space-time, which contains a four-dimensional homogeneousand isotropic external metric and a (D � 4) = m-dimensional compacti�ed internal metric. Itis given by ds2D = �dt2 + gijdxidxj + ABdxAdxB ; (2.1)where i; j = 1; 2; 3, and A;B = 1; :::;m = D � 4. In a four-dimensional, spatially homogeneousspace-time the antisymmetric tensor �eld H��� has only one degree of freedom, which canbe expressed by a pseudoscalar axion �eld �. This \universal axion of string theory", is thefour-dimensional dual of the Kalb-Ramond antisymmetric tensor �eld present in the low-energystring e�ective action [9]. In the four-dimensional external space-time, the e�ective dilaton andthe antisymmetric tensor �eld are respectively [9]' � ��mBHabc � e'�abcdrd� ; (2.2)where the modulus �eld exp(mB) determines the volume of the internal compacti�ed space.Assuming the external four-dimensional space-time to be described by a Friedmann{Lemâ�tre{Robertson{Walker (FLRW) metric whose space-like sections are at and taking, for simplic-ity, also for the internal space an isotropic, homogeneous, at, cylindrical ansatz, AB =exp(2B)�AB, the dilaton-moduli-vacuum solutions (time-dependent dilaton and moduli �elds,but constant axion �eld) are given in terms of conformal time � in the string frame by [9]e' � j�jr � j�j 3��11��a � j�j(1+r)=2� j�j �1��eB � j�js � j�j �1�� ; (2.3)with the Kasner constraint equation [9]r2 + 2ms2 = 3 ; 3�2 +m�2 = 1 : (2.4)5



The expressions in terms of r; s are equivalent to those in terms of �; � and both can be found inthe literature. Note that D = 4 corresponds to r� = �p3. The interesting solution describingan expanding external space is the one with r < 0 for which 1 + r < 0 (or equivalently � < 0)since j�j is decreasing.To study metric, scalar-dilaton and moduli �elds perturbations, we de�ne the external pump�eld P responsible for their ampli�cation. For this, we identify for each perturbation thecanonical variable  , which diagonalizes the perturbed action expanded up to second order [10].By varying the perturbed action, we �nd that the Fourier modes  k(�) of each perturbationsatisfy a decoupled, linear equation of the type 00k +�k2 � P 00P � k = 0 : (2.5)In the \sub-horizon regime" de�ned by k2P 00=P � 1, the solutions to Eq. (2.5) are simpleplane-wave solutions; whereas in the \super-horizon regime" de�ned by jk2P 00=P j � 1, thegeneral solution is given by k(�) ' AkP (�) +Bk 1P (�) Z � d~�P (~�)2 ; jk2P 00=P j � 1 : (2.6)At the beginning of the pre-big-bang inationary phase, each perturbation is well inside thehorizon, jk2P 00=P j � 1. We normalize the plane-wave solutions of Eq. (2.5) in this regime tothe vacuum uctuation spectrum.If P obeys a power-law, P / (��)p, the correctly normalized solution of Eq. (2.5) during thepre-big-bang phase can be written in terms of a Hankel function of second kind, k = �1=2H(2)� (jk�j) ; with � = ����p� 12 ���� ; � � ��1 : (2.7)In the radiation-dominated era, we will �nd that the term P 00=P vanishes, implying that thesolutions of Eq. (2.5) are free plane-wave solutions k = 1pk �c+(k)e�ik� + c�(k)eik�� ; � � ��1: (2.8)The coe�cients c+; c� are the Bogoliubov coe�cients. Assuming that the universe goes fromthe pre-big-bang phase to the radiation-dominated era at the transition time � = ��1, matchingthe pre-big-bang solution at � = ��1 to the radiation era solution at � = �1 determines theBogoliubov coe�cients.The spectral energy density of produced particles, let us call them x, is related to the coe�-cient c�(k) by [10] �x(!) = d�xd log! = !4�2 jc�(!)j2 : (2.9)The power spectrum � for energy density perturbations �x of a given �eld x is de�ned by��x � k32�2 j�xj2 (2.10)and the spectral index n of the perturbation spectrum is de�ned byn� 1 � d ln��xd ln k : (2.11)The value n = 1 at second horizon crossing during the post-big-bang era characterizes aHarrison-Zel'dovich [11] or scale-invariant spectrum.We study metric, dilaton and moduli �elds perturbations in the Einstein frame which isconformally related to the string frame by 6



gEab = e�'gSab : (2.12)While strings are minimally coupled in the string frame, both dilaton and moduli �elds areminimally coupled in the Einstein frame.The scale factor in the Einstein frame, aE = e�'=2a, satis�es the Friedmann equation�a0EaE�2 = 8�G3 �14'02 + m2 B02� : (2.13)The �elds ' and B behave like ordinary free, massless scalar �elds in this background andsatisfy the equations of motion [12]'00 + 2a0EaE'0 = 0 (2.14)B00 + 2a0EaEB0 = 0 : (2.15)The background in the Einstein frame is contracting like aE =pj�=�1j.In the Einstein frame, �rst-order scalar and tensor perturbations of the metric are given, inthe longitudinal gauge, by [12]ds2E = a2E(�) ��(1 + 2	)d�2 + f(1 + 2�)�ij + hijg dxidxj� ; (2.16)where 	;� are the gauge-invariant Bardeen potentials, hij denotes the tensor perturbation,and � denotes conformal time.Metric perturbations are decomposed into scalar, vector and tensor modes, which to �rstorder evolve independently. We disregard vector perturbations of the metric which, in theabsence of seeds decay quickly during the radiation-dominated era. Moreover, in the spatiallyat gauge, the evolution equations for the dilaton and moduli �elds are, to �rst order, decoupledfrom the metric perturbations. A. Scalar perturbationsThe o�-diagonal components of the perturbed Einstein's equations in the longitudinal gaugelead to the condition � = �	. The other components imply the decoupled equation [10]	00k + 6a0EaE	0k + k2	k = 0 ; (2.17)for the Fourier mode 	k, as well as the constraint equation	0k + a0EaE	k = 2�G'0(�') + 4�GmB0(�B); (2.18)which relates the scalar metric perturbations to the dilaton and moduli �eld perturbations,(�') and (�B) respectively.Analyzing the second order perturbed action, one �nds that the variable vk de�ned byvk = a �12(�')'0 +m(�B)B0 + '02=2 +mB02a0E=aE 	k� 1p'02=2 +mB02 (2.19)is a canonical variable satisfying the equation of motionv00k + (k2 � a00EaE )vk = 0 : (2.20)7



The variable vk is related to the Bardeen potential 	k by	k = �4�Gp'02=2 +mB02k2 �vka �0 : (2.21)The correctly vacuum normalized solution of Eq. (2.20) isvk(�) = �1=2H(2)0 (k�) :This leads to the following spectrum for the Bardeen potential [13]k3=2j	kj ' H1MPl jk�1j3=2jk�j2 ; (2.22)where H1 � H(�1). From the above equation one might doubt whether linear perturbation isstill valid when � ! �1 since then the Bardeen potential can become very large. But one hasto keep in mind that the Bardeen potential is not a measurable quantity and if one analyzesphysical variables (e.g. (C����)2=(R����)2 where C and R denote the Weyl and Riemanncurvatures respectively), one �nds that the perturbation amplitudes remain small as long asH1 < MPl. To illustrate this, we calculate the spectral energy density distribution associatedwith the Bardeen potential.The Bardeen potential above is generated by some cosmic energy density perturbation satis-fying the Poisson equation 4�Ga2�rad�x(k) = k2	k ; (2.23)and thus leading to a spectral distributionk3j�x(k)j2 ' g21(k�1)3 (2.24)which implies a spectral index n = 4. Here g1 = H1=MPl is the string coupling at the end of thepre-big-bang phase which is of the order of 10�3 � g1 � 10�1. Since jk�1j < 1, for all ampli�edfrequencies, �x(k) is always a small contribution to the total energy density as long as g1 < 1.A more detailed study of scalar metric perturbations can be found in Ref. [13].A di�erent but equivalent approach to the study of scalar perturbations in this backgroundis the direct quantization of the dilaton and moduli �elds which contribute the energy densityperturbation �x. By consistency, this leads to the same spectral index, as we will now compute.We again work in the Einstein frame, in which both the dilaton and moduli �elds evolve asminimally coupled massless �elds. In the spatially at gauge, the dilaton perturbations aredecoupled from the axion perturbations and the evolution equation is Eq. (2.5) with k = aE(�')k ; P = aE : (2.25)The moduli perturbations respectively obey, for each Fourier mode, the simple wave equation,Eq. (2.5), with  k = pmaE(�B)k ; P = aE ; (2.26)m stands for the number of internal compact dimensions.Using aE / j�j1=2, the general solution of the evolution equation normalized to a vacuumuctuation spectrum at � ! �1, can be written in terms of the zeroth Hankel function of thesecond kind as  k = �1=2H(2)0 (jk�j) ; � � ��1 : (2.27)In the radiation era, which follows the dilaton-driven era, one has instead free-plane wavesolutions 8



 k = 1pk �c+(k)e�ik� + c�(k)eik�� : (2.28)The density parameter of produced dilatons per logarithmic frequency interval is determinedby matching the solution (2.27) to (2.28) and using Eq. (2.9) (see also Ref. [14]):
'(!; �) = �(!)�c = 1�c d�'d log! ' g21 � !!1�3�H1H �2 �a1a �4 = g21 � !!1�3
 ; (2.29)where �(!) denotes the spectral energy density of produced dilatons, and !1 = k1=a1 =1=(a1j�1j) represents the maximal ampli�ed frequency.More precisely, at second horizon crossing, the power spectrum of dilaton and moduli per-turbations is [9] ��' � 2�3H2(k�)3 [ln(k�)]2��B � 2m�3H2(k�)3 [ln(k�)]2 ; (2.30)respectively. Thus, the amplitude of dilaton and moduli perturbations grows towards smallscales, and for super-horizon scales it becomes large when a0E=a2E � 1.Both the dilaton and moduli �elds have steep blue perturbation spectra [9],n' = nB = 4 : (2.31)According to Eq. (2.29), the contribution of these perturbations to the radiation density at theupper cuto� ! = !1 is of the order � g21 � 1, on larger scales (lower frequencies) this contri-bution decreases like (!=!1)3 and hence it is completely negligible on all scales of cosmologicalinterest. Note that the scale �1 = 2�=!1 has expanded to about �1(�0) � 0:1cm today. Itis therefore unlikely that the dilaton and moduli quantum uctuations from the pre-big-banghave left any characteristic observable signature in the present universe.B. Tensor metric perturbationsFor each Fourier mode, the evolution of tensor metric perturbations in the Einstein framesatis�es to lowest order Eq. (2.5) with k = 1�s aE(�h)k ; P = aE ; (2.32)�s = p�0�h denotes the short-distance cut-o� of string theory and aE / j�j1=2 is the well-known expansion law for a scalar �eld dominated Friedmann universe, independent of theexpansion/contraction of the internal dimensions. We note that in the S-frame, the stringlength parameter �s is constant. We have to divide �h by �s for dimensional reasons, thecanonical �eld must have the dimensions of a scalar �eld. Like always, one �nds  k by writingthe second order perturbation of the action in canonical form [15]. The solutions of the evolutionequation are as in the last sub-section k =pj�jH(2)0 (k�) in the pre-big-bang; (2.33) k = 1pk �c+(k)e�ik� + c�(k)eik�� ; in the post-big-bang (2.34)Matching these solutions at the onset of the radiation-dominated era, � = �1 determines theBogoliubov coe�cients. The magnitude of c� gives the ampli�cation of the gravitational waveswith respect to the minimal vacuum uctuation.9



The spectrum depends only on the dynamics of the scale factor in the Einstein frame, whichcan be parameterized generically as aE(�) = (��) . The case of a dilaton and moduli back-ground corresponds to  = 1=2. For  � 1=2, the co-moving amplitude (�h)k approaches aconstant asymptotically (jk�j << 1) [15]. The perturbation amplitude �h(k) can be expressedin terms of the Hubble constant at horizon crossing (HC), de�ned by jk�j � 1, as [10]j(�h)kj � k3=2jhkj � � HMPl�HC � g1(k�1)1+ = g1(k�1)3=2 ; (2.35)where we have speci�ed the dilaton-moduli background in the last equal sign. The amplituderemains constant in time. However, since higher-frequency modes cross the horizon at latertimes, therefore at a higher value of H if the curvature scale is growing, their amplitude isenhanced with respect to lower-frequency modes. This is di�erent from the usual case of ascale-invariant spectrum, where the amplitude remains the same for all modes.The amplitude of tensor perturbations over scales k�1 varies in time according toj(�h)k(�)j � g1(k�1)3=2 ln jk�j : (2.36)A robust prediction of the PBB scenario is the �nding that the spectrum of gravitational wavesis characterized by rising amplitude with increasing frequency. The spectrum of primordialgravitational waves is steeply growing on short scales with a spectral index nT = 3, in contrastto the more conventional ination models, for which nT <� 0. If the duration of the intermediatestring scale can be neglected, this steep blue spectrum leads to gravitational wave amplitudesof the order j(�h)0(f)j2 � g21(1011Hz=f)3, far beyond the detection limits of any gravitationalwave experiment in consideration. However, if the intermediate string scale is su�ciently long,the form of the amplitude of tensor perturbations can be modi�ed (attened) on small scales,and thus this conclusion can be altered (for a detailed discussion see [17]).III. PERTURBATIONS OF FIELDS WHICH DO NOT CONTRIBUTE TO THEBACKGROUND: SEEDSIn the previous section we have discussed the perturbations obtained in the components whichare also present in the background, the dilaton, the moduli and the gravitational �eld. Here westudy perturbations of the �elds which do not contribute to the background.All quantum �elds, even if their expectation value vanishes, exhibit quantum uctuations.During an inationary era, they stretch beyond the horizon scale and \freeze in" as classicalnon-vanishing inhomogeneous �eld con�gurations. Their contribution is in general second order(or higher) in the �eld perturbation, but it can nevertheless lead to appreciable perturbationsin space-time.Such second order perturbations can induce cosmic structure formation after the transitionfrom the pre-big-bang to the radiation-dominated era in two ways. Either they may decay intodark matter particles and just leave their \imprint" as the initial condition for the dark matterand radiation perturbations. A model of this kind has been studied in Refs. [18,19]. Its maindi�erence to ordinary cold dark matter (CDM)-like models is that the resulting perturbationsare of isocurvature nature and that they do not obey Gaussian statistics [20]. Or, the pertur-bation may decouple from CDM and radiation and remain active as a \seed" which inducesgeometrical perturbations and perturbations in the radiation and CDM components, solely bygravitational interaction [21]. This is the possibility which has been studied in the case of axion�eld perturbations in Refs. [22{25].As we shall point out in the next sub-section, second order perturbations can also remainin the form of large scale coherent magnetic �elds and may contribute to the resolution of theproblem of the origin of primordial magnetic �elds [26].10



A. Electromagnetic seeds and primordial magnetic �eldsLet us �rst consider the photon �eld in the pre-big-bang universe. Since photons are confor-mally invariant they do not couple to a homogeneous and isotropic metric but they couple to thedilaton. Therefore, in contrast to ordinary ination there is photon production in pre-big-bangination.The \pump �eld" for photon perturbations is PEM = e�'=2 with ' = �2 log(��=�1),according to Eq. (2.3),  = �3�=2(1 � �). Setting  = e�'=2A�, the photon equation ofmotion in the radiation gauge, A0 = 0 and @iAi = 0 in k-space reduces to 00k + �k2 � ( � 1)�2 � k = 0: (3.1)The general solution of this equation is a linear combination of the Hankel functions�1=2H(1)� (k�) and �1=2H(2)� (k�) with � = j � 1=2j = j1 + 2�j=2(1 � �). At very early times,� � �1=k, the �eld is supposed to be in the in-coming vacuum state, k = r 2�k e�k� :Therefore, the correctly normalized initial vacuum uctuation spectrum, can be written interms of the Hankel function of the second kind, k = j�j1=2H(2)� (k�) ; � < ��1 : (3.2)It describes an in-coming vacuum which, as the perturbation becomes super horizon (�k� < 1),becomes a non-trivial classical �eld con�guration.In the radiation era the dilaton is constant and  obeys an ordinary wave equation withsolution  k = 1pk �c+(k)e�ik� + c�(k)eik�� ; � > �1 (3.3)Using Eq. (3.2) as initial condition on super-horizon scales, k� � 1, and for � � �1, we �ndc� = �c(k)e�ik� ;  k = c(k)pk sin k(� � �1) ; jc(k)j ' (k=k1)���1=2 ; (3.4)where k1 = 1=j�1j represents the maximal ampli�ed frequency (higher-frequency modes are notampli�ed). According to Eq. (2.9) the associated energy-density distribution of the producedphotons isd�(k)d log k ' �ka�4 jc�(k)j2 ' �k1a �4� kk1�3�2� ; k < k1 ; � < 3=2 ; (3.5)where we require � < 3=2 (which is always satis�ed for �1 � � � 0) to avoid photon over-production which would destroy the homogeneity of the classical background. The amplitudec(k) has been estimated modulo numerical factors of order 1. At large times, � � j�1j, wethus obtain in string cosmology, a cosmic background of electromagnetic uctuations which isalways blue, n � 1:5. This is too rapidly decaying to be of cosmological relevance e.g. as seedsfor the observed large scale magnetic �elds (see next section).This conclusion is modi�ed if there is a long intermediate string phase. During such a stringphase, photon seeds are characterized by a rather at spectrum,  � 2, and could provide thelong-sought origin of the galactic magnetic �elds [27].The ampli�ed uctuations satisfy stochastic correlation functions as a consequence of theirquantum origin.In the radiation era we therefore have the following spectrum of electromagnetic perturbations11



Ai(k; �) = ci(k)pk sin k� ; kiAi = 0 ; A0 = 0 : (3.6)Ai is a Gaussian random variable which obeys the stochastic average condition:hAi(k)A�j (k0)i = (2�)32 �3(k � k0)��ij � kikjk2 � jA(k; �)j2 : (3.7)The above condition has been normalized in such a way thatXi hAi(k)A�i (k0)i = (2�)3�3(k � k0) jA(k; �)j2 : (3.8)Taking into account that the electric component of the stochastic background is rapidly dissi-pated due to the high conductivity of the cosmic plasma [28], only the magnetic �eld survives.Setting Bi(k) = i�ijlkjAl(k), the condition (3.7) implieshBi(k)B�j (k0)i = (2�)32 �3(k � k0)��ij � kikjk2 � b2(k; �) ; (3.9)where b2(k; �) = k2 jA(k; �)j2 (a1=a)4 = k jc(k)j2 sin2 k� : (3.10)Here we have used that, within the magneto-hydrodynamic limit, magnetic �elds in a Friedmannuniverse just conserve the ux per unit area and thus scale like 1=a2 (see, e.g. Ref. [29]).In a process of photon production, the coe�cient jc(k)j2 represents the Bogoliubov coe�cient[10] �xing the average photon number density, hn(k)i, and is linked to the spectral energydistribution by d�(k)d log k = �ka�4 hn(k)i�2 ' �ka�4 jc(k)j2�2 : (3.11)The spectrum jc(k)j2 is given byjc(k)j2 = � (k=k1)�2��1 ; k � k1; � � 3=20 ; k > k1 : (3.12)At �rst sight one might think that for � = 3=2 this also induces a scale-invariant (Harrison-Zel'dovich) spectrum of metric perturbations, but as it has been shown in Ref. [22] this is notthe case. The reason is precisely the conformal coupling of photons.The result (3.10) can be used to constrain (k1; ). From the CMB anisotropies induced bythe gravitational coupling of the magnetic �eld one obtains [30]B1 < 7:9� 10�6e3n ;where B1 is the magnetic �eld amplitude on � = 0:1h�1Mpc and n is the spectral index of themagnetic �eld spectrum. In our case n = �2� and (see Ref. [30])B21 ' 4(2�)5��4(k1�)2�+1log(B1) ' 41:2 + 24:5� ;where we have used � = 0:1h�1Mpc and k1 = 1018GeV=z1 with z1 = T1=T0 = 1018GeV=(2:5�10�4eV) = 4� 1030. 12



FIG. 1. The magnetic �eld induced in pre-big-bang cosmology is compared with the limit from CMBanisotropies. For all admitted values of the spectral index � the induced �eld (solid line) is well belowthe limit (dashed line).B. Axion seeds, large scale structure and CMB anisotropiesThe Kalb-Ramond (KR) axion evolves as a massless minimally coupled �eld in the axion (A)frame, related to the Einstein frame by the conformal transformationgA�� = e�2'gE�� : (3.13)We will use the axion frame to study Kalb-Ramond axion perturbations. De�ning A = ae'=2� � aA� ; (3.14)we are led to the canonical equation 00k +�k2 � a00AaA� k = 0 ; (3.15)very similar to Eq. (3.1). The same procedure as in the electromagnetic case then leadsto the spectrum (3.5) with � = jrj, where r parameterizes the three-dimensional axion scalefactor as aA(�) � �r+1=2. For r = �3=2, in particular, the axion metric describes a de Sitterinationary expansion, and the energy density of a massless KR axion background has a atspectral distribution, d�=d log k ' (k1=a)4, as �rst noted in Ref. [31]. The value of r dependson the number and on the kinematics of the internal dimensions, and the value �3=2 can beobtained, in particular, for a ten-dimensional background with special symmetries [16]. In theaxion case, however, the low frequency tail of the spectrum is further a�ected by the radiation! matter transition, as the axion pump �eld aA is not a constant (unlike the dilaton) in thematter-dominated era, where aA = a / �2.In the radiation era, i.e. for �1 < � < �eq , the e�ective potential a00A=aA is vanishing, as' = const: and aA = a � �, and  is given by the plane-wave solution (3.3). In the �nalmatter-dominated era, i.e. for � > �eq , we have a � �2, and a00A=aA = 2=�2. The plane-wavesolution is still valid for modes with k > keq = ��1eq , which are una�ected by the last transitions.Modes with k < keq feel instead the e�ect of the potential in the matter era, and the generalsolution of Eq. (3.15), for those modes, can be written as k(�) = pk�pk �AH(2)3=2 +BH(1)3=2� k < keq ; � > �eq : (3.16)The matching of the solutions at �1 determines the coe�cients c�(k) as in Eq. (3.4). Thematching at �eq gives 13



A+B � c(k) (k�eq)�1 ; A�B � c(k) (k�eq)2 ; (3.17)In the matter-dominated era, i.e. for � > �eq , we can then approximate the produced stochasticaxion background as follows:�(k; �) ' c(k)apk sin k� ; k > keq ;' c(k)apk � kkeq��1 (k�)2 ; k < keq ; k� < 1 ;' c(k)apk � kkeq��1 ; k < keq ; k� > 1 : (3.18)The correlation functions for the various components of the stress tensorT �� = @��@�� � 12��� (@��)2 (3.19)of massless KR axions can be computed by exploiting the stochastic average conditions of theGaussian variables �; �0 and �j = @j�:h�(k)��(k0)i = (2�)3�3(k � k0)�1(k; �) ;h�0(k)�0�(k0)i = (2�)3�3(k � k0)�2(k; �) ;h�i(k)��j (k0)i = kikj(2�)3�3(k � k0)�1(k; �) ;h�j(k)�0�(k0)i = �h�0(k)��j (k0)i = ikj(2�)3�3(k � k0)�3(k; �) ; (3.20)the explicit form of �1;�2;�3 can be found in Ref. [22]. For example for the axion energydensity we �nd �� = 12a2 � _�2 + (@i�)2� ; (3.21)which leads to the spectrumk3hj�� j2i = 2k3(2a2)2 Z k10 d3p(2�)3"�2(p)�2(k� p) + jp � (k� p)j2�1(p)�1(k� p)� 2p � (k� p)�3(p)�3(k� p)# : (3.22)Similarly the other components of the energy-momentum tensor can be expressed in terms of�1;�1 and �3 (see Ref. [25]). Simple approximations for the functions �i can be found inRef. [22].The spectrum of hj�� j2i on scales k � k1, mainly depends on the behavior of the integral inEq. (3.22). If this integral converges for k = 0, then we always obtain a white noise spectrumhj�� j2i = const:; this is the case for � < 3=4. Only if the integral diverges for k = 0 we can geta non-trivial spectrum (with 0 < n � 1) for hj�� j2i.Using linear perturbations of Einstein's equations one can determine the induced geometricaland dark matter perturbations. For the induced Bardeen potentials one can derive (after alengthy calculation, see Ref. [22]) the following approximate expression, which is valid on large-scales (k� � 1) during the matter-dominated era (� > �eq):k3=2 j	��j ' � g21
(�)(!=!1)�1=2(!1=H)�2 �1 + �(!eq=!1)2(!1=H)2�+1=2� ; � � 3=4 ;g21
(�)(!=!1)�1=2(!eq=!1)2(!1=H)2��3=2 ; 3=4 � � � 3=2 ; (3.23)14



where 
(�) = (H1=H)2(a1=a)4 is the density parameter of the background radiation in thepost-big-bang era, !1 = k1=a is the redshifted string scale and � is a number of order unity [22].Note that H1 ' !1(�1). The second case of Eq. (3.23) can also be written ask3=2 j	��j ' g21
(�0)(�0=�eq)2(k�)2��7=2(k=k1)3�2� ; 3=4 � � � 3=2 : (3.24)The above approximations are valid on super-horizon scales, k� < 1. On sub-horizon scales the\seed" energy-momentum tensor decays quickly due to the oscillatory behavior of the solution k, and the gravitational potential remains constant. On sub-horizon scales we therefore expectk3=2 j	��j ' g21
(�0)(�0=�eq)2(k=k1)3�2� ; 3=4 � � � 3=2 : (3.25)This spectrum is scale-invariant, k3 j	��j2 =const. / kn�1, for � = 3=2. Hence, masslessKalb-Ramond axion seeds with � = 3=2 can induce a Harrison-Zel'dovich spectrum of geo-metrical perturbations as it has been observed by the DMR experiment aboard the COBEsatellite [33]. For � < 3=2 one obtains tilted spectra with 0 � n � 1 where n = 0 for � � 3=4.For massive Kalb-Ramond axions the situation is qualitatively di�erent if the axion massis such that all super-horizon modes at the time of decoupling are already non-relativistic,k=a < m. In this case the contribution to temperature anisotropies is controlled by the axionmass, and a slightly blue spectrum is still compatible with the experimental constraints, pro-vided the axion mass lies inside an appropriate ultra-light mass window with an upper limit of10�17eV [22]. This upper limit is rather low, thus if KR axions are heavier than 10�17eV , thenthey are incompatible with the data. However, if one considers more complicated cosmologicalbackgrounds, it turns out that the bounds on the axion mass can be relaxed [34]. In partic-ular, if one allows for an axion spectrum which grows monotonically with frequency, but witha frequency-dependent slope, then the non-relativistic KR axions can have a mass up to the100MeV range [34]. This can be for example realized if the accelerated pre-big-bang evolutionconsists of at least two distinct eras [34].To do a more precise numerical calculation, we have to write down the perturbed Einsteinand matter equations which are of the formDkXk = Sk ; (3.26)where Xk is a long vector containing all the background perturbation variables, like the alm's ofthe CMB anisotropies, the dark matter density uctuation, the peculiar velocity potential etc.,D is a linear ordinary di�erential operator and Sk is given by the energy-momentum tensor ofthe \seed", the axion in this case. The generic solution of this equation is of the formX(k; �0) = Z �0�in G(k; �0; �)S(k; �)d�: (3.27)We want to determine power spectra or, more generally, quadratic expectation values whichare then given byhXi(k; �0)Xj(k; �0)�i = Z �0�in Z �0�in Gil(�0; �)G�jm(�0; �0)hS l(�)S�m(�0)id�d�0: (3.28)(Sums over double indices are understood.)We therefore have to compute the unequal time correlators, hS l(�)S�m(�0)i, of the seed energy-momentum tensor. This problem can, in general, be solved by an eigenvector expansionmethod [35,36]. The numerical solution for the CMB anisotropies obtained in Ref. [25] isshown in Fig. 2 below. The spectral index is chosen to be slightly blue, � = 1:425, to �tthe data better. The cosmological parameters chosen for the plot are 
� = 0:85, 
m = 0:4,h = 0:65 and 
bh2 = 0:02. We compare the numerically obtained spectrum with the COBE [37]measurement and recent CMB anisotropy data, Boomerang98 [38] and Maxima [39].Axionic seeds lead to isocurvature perturbations. To �t the observed position of the �rstacoustic peak it therefore requires a closed universe. The values adopted for Fig. 2 are also inagreement with the recent supernovae results which indicate an accelerating universe [40].15



FIG. 2. The CMB anisotropies obtained from axionic seeds are compared with observations. Thedata used are the COBE data (dashed) on large scales, and the Boomerang98 data (solid) as well asthe Maxima-1 data (dashed) on intermediate scales.We consider this an important result which is detailed in Ref. [25]: a slightly blue spectrumof isocurvature perturbations in a closed universe with considerable cosmological constant can�t present CMB data. Also the dark matter power spectrum is in qualitative agreement with,e.g. the APM data.IV. PERTURBATIONS IN AN ANISOTROPIC PRE-BIG-BANG MODELRecently there has been some evidence that the dilaton driven inationary stage is genericallyspatially anisotropic. In Ref. [41] it has been proposed that the universe starts as a bath ofstochastic gravitational and dilatonic waves. Some of these will be strong enough and collapsedue to self gravity forming a black hole. A collapsing solution in the Einstein frame correspondsto an expanding solution in the string frame. Each of these black holes can be interpreted asa pre-big-bang bubble pinching o� the spacetime and creating a new universe. However, thesolution close to the singularity inside a black hole is generically described by a Kasner metricwhich is spatially homogeneous over some region but not necessarily isotropic. In Ref. [42]a di�erent realization of this proposal was given. Here pre-big-bang bubbles are created inthe interaction region of two colliding plane waves. In the interaction region a singularity isgenerically formed which again described by an anisotropic Kasner metric.The fate of global anisotropy in spatially homogeneous backgrounds during the dilaton driveninationary stage was studied in Ref. [43]. It was found that these persist and are not inatedaway as in the usual potential-dominated inationary scenarios. Therefore it seems to beimportant to investigate if there are any observational imprints from an anisotropic dilatondriven inationary stage. We will consider axionic and electromagnetic density perturbationspectra. In order to simplify, only axi-symmetric backgrounds will be considered. This, ofcourse, means to impose an additional symmetry, but on the other hand makes the wholeproblem more tractable. A. Axion productionLet us consider a four-dimensional PBB cosmological model with the line element16



ds2 = a2(�)d�2 � a2(�)dx2 � b2(�)dy2 � b2(�)dz2: (4.1)Here it is assumed that the internal dimensions are frozen and only the dilaton remains as adynamical �eld whereas the form �elds are supposed to have zero �eld strength in the back-ground.The background evolution is then given by [1]a(�) = �� ��1 � �1�� ; b(�) = �� ��1 � �1�� ; (4.2)and the evolution of the dilaton,�(�) = ��+ 2� � 11� � � log �� ��1 � ; (4.3)with � and � satisfying the Kasner condition�2 + 2�2 = 1:Pre-big-bang inationary solutions are described by � < 0 and � < 0. Only these will beconsidered here.The evolution of the Kalb-Ramond axion �eld � de�ned in Eq. (2.2) in Fourier space isdetermined by [44] [45]  00k + �k2L + k2T a2b2 � P 00P � k = 0 ; (4.4)where the canonical �eld  is de�ned as  = e�=2b�, the pump �eld is P = e�=2b, kL denotesthe modulus of the comoving longitudinal momentum and kT = qk2y + k2z is the modulus ofthe transverse momentum. The anisotropy of the background space-time is reected in theasymmetry between the longitudinal and transverse momenta. For comparison, the case ofaxion production in an isotropic space-time has been discussed in Sec. IIIB.Here also we assume that there is an instantaneous transition from the end of the dilatonphase at � = ��1 to the radiation-dominated FLRW post big-bang era.The aim is to calculate the spectral energy density of the axionic inhomogeneities(d��=d log!) as they re-enter the horizon during the isotropic radiation-dominated era, af-ter being ampli�ed during the anisotropic dilaton-dominated epoch. Inserting the expressionsfor the scale factors (cf. (4.2)) and the dilaton (cf. (4.3)) in Eq. (4.4) one obtains [44] [45] 00k + �k2L + k2T �� ��1� � �2 � 1=4�2 � k = 0 ; (4.5)where  = 2(�� �)1� � p = �+ 4� � 12(1� �) ;2� = j 2p� 1 j = 2� 4�1� �:We �rst consider the case  < 0. Then, the term k2L always dominates the bracket in Eq. (4.5)at very early time � ! �1. There is no known exact analytic solution of Eq. (4.5). Thereforeto make progress two limiting cases will be discussed [45]:Case (I): The modulus of the longitudinal momentum, kL, always dominates until �2 < 1=k2Lat which point the 1=�2-term comes to dominate. This is equivalent to the conditionkT < kL(k1=kL)�=2 : (4.6)17



Case (II): At some conformal time � = �T < ��1 the modulus of the transverse mo-mentum, kT , comes to dominate over kL, but the mode is still well within the horizon, i.e.pk2L + k2T (��T =�1) > ��2T . Then Eq. (4.5) implies�T = ��1�kLkT �2= : (4.7)Let us examine each of these two cases separately.Case (I): Neglecting the k2T term leads to a Bessel equation which during the pre-big-bang erahas the solution, for � � ��1 PBBk (k; �) =s jkL�jkL H(2)� (kL�) : (4.8)During the radiation-dominated FLRW post-big-bang stage, the solution, for � � ��1, is RDk = 1pk hc+e�ik(�+�1) + c�eik(�+�1)i : (4.9)Matching the two solutions Eq. (4.8) and Eq. (4.9) determines the frequency mixing coe�cientc� which allows to calculate the occupation numbers of produced axions. The spectral energydensity of the produced axions is�L = d��d log! ' !4�2 jc�j2 ; (4.10)which with c� = � 12�s 1(k�1)(kL�1)2� (4.11)yields to �L(!; s) ' !412�3 s�2�� !!1�3�2� ; (4.12)where s = kL=k. Note that in the special case � = 3=2, corresponding to � = �7=9, � = �4=9,a at spectrum is obtained.Case (II): Assuming that the kT -term comes to dominate before the perturbation becomessuper-horizon Eq. (4.5) may be approximated by 00k +�k2L + k2T �� ��1 �� k = 0: (4.13)An approximate solution of Eq. (4.13) is ' exp(i�pk2L + q2(��=�1)k2T )p�=2[k2L + (��=�1) ; k2T ]1=4 (4.14)where q = 1=(1 + =2) = (1� �)=(1� �). This represents the in-coming vacuum solution.In Fig. 3, we present numerical solutions of Eq. (4.13) and compare them with the approx-imate analytical solution Eq. (4.14) for di�erent values of s and . As the comparison showsthe approximate analytic solution Eq. (4.14) is very good for small as well as large values of s(cf. Fig. 3).At conformal time � = �T , the transverse momentum kT becomes dominant over the kL termand �nally the ��2 dominates. After time � = �T Eq. (4.5) can be approximated by18



FIG. 3. Comparison of the numerical and approximate solution for s = 0:93,  = �0:5 (left) ands = 0:1,  = �1:9 (right). The solid line represents the numerical solution and the dashed one theapproximate solution.  00k + �k2T �� ��1� � �2 � 1=4�2 ; � k = 0 (4.15)which has the general solution k = c(1)T pjkT �jH(1)�q  jkT �jq ����1 �=2!�ic(2)T pjkT �jH(2)�q  jkT �jq ����1 �=2 ! ; (4.16)H(1)�q and H(2)�q are Hankel functions of the �rst and second kind of order �q. For large kT j�jthe second term just corresponds to the approximate solution, Eq. (4.14). Therefore matchingthese solutions, the coe�cients are found to bec(1)T = 0 ; c(2)T = ipkT : (4.17)For super-horizon perturbations (jkT �1j � 1), matching the physical �elds at the transitiontime � = ��1, for jkT �1j � 1 (i.e., from the end of dilaton-driven era to the beginning of theradiation-dominated post-big-bang universe) one obtains the Bogoliubov coe�cient c�:jc�j2 = "�2(�q)4�2 22�q �32 � �q�2#�kTkL��2�q s�2�q � !!1��1�2�q : (4.18)The energy density of the produced Kalb-Ramond axions, in the case where the transversemomentum kT is dominant, is�T (!; s) = "�2(�q)4�2 22�q �32 � �q�2# 1�2 � kkT �2�q !1+2�q1 !3�2�q : (4.19)Therefore, in summary, we obtain�(!; s) ' !412�3 8><>: s�2� � !!1�3�2� if kT < kL(k1=kL)�=2(1� s2)��q � !!1�3�2�q else. (4.20)19



This can be expressed in terms of 
(�) = (H1=H)2(a1=a)4, i.e. of the fraction of criticalenergy density in radiation at a given time �, and of g1 = H1=MPl, the transition scale in unitsof the Planck mass MPl, as
�(!; s; �) ' g21
(�)8><>: (1� s2)��q � !!1�3�2�q if s � sc(!)s�2� � !!1�3�2� if s � sc(!) (4.21)For a given value of !, the parameter sc is determined by the equationp1� s2c = s1+=2c � !!1�=2 : (4.22)To estimate the total energy density per logarithmic frequency value one has to integrate theaxion density 
�(!; �; s) over s. Using d3k = 4�k2ds ^ dk results in the following expressionfor 
�(!; �):
�(!; �) = Z 
�(!; �; s)ds' g21
 "� !!1�3�2�q Z sc(!)0 (1� s2)��qds+� !!1�3�2� Z 1sc(!) s�2�ds# : (4.23)Using that ! < !1 the value of sc can be approximated in the two cases  < 0 and  > 0 asfollows, sc ' � !!1�q�1 if  < 0 (4.24)1� s2c ' � !!1� 2q�2 if  > 0 (4.25)with q = 1 + =(1 + =2). Strictly speaking, our analysis is only valid for  < 0, but the resultremains correct also for  > 0, as one can easily check using our approximation Eq. (4.14), whichin this case then describes the in-coming vacuum solution. Thus, the integrals in Eq. (4.23) canbe approximated, to give 
�(!; �) ' g21
(�)� !!1�n ; (4.26)where n = 2 + q � 2�q = 1 + �+ 2�1� � if � < �n = 1 + 2q � 2� = 1 + �+ 2�1� � if � > � :Since, �2+2�2 = 1 and for PBB ination �; � � 0, it follows that �+2� � �1. This implies thatthe spectrum is generically red and only the degenerate case with two static and one inatingdimensions, (� = �1; � = 0) yields a at spectrum. The spectral index is relatively close to theisotropic value, niso = 3 � 2p3 � �0:46, for all reasonable values of � and � (see Fig. 4). Inconclusion, the anisotropic expansion has little inuence on the overall axion production, whileas we have seen in the previous section, extra dimensions can yield generically a at spectrumof axions. 20



FIG. 4. The spectral index n of the axion perturbations is shown as a function of the Kasner exponent�. Except in the one-dimensional limit �! �1, the spectral index is always very close to the isotropicresult, the value for � = 1=p3. B. Photon productionAn interesting aspect of photon production in anisotropic space-times is that even withoutthe coupling of the dilaton to the Maxwell part of the action, there is photon production sinceanisotropic space-times are not conformally at [46]. Again, we restrict our analysis to theaxi-symmetric case. In the string frame Maxwell's equations read@�(e��p�gF ��) = 0 ; (4.27)@�(p�g ? F ��) = 0 ; (4.28)Setting F�� = @�A��@�A�, where A� is the electromagnetic gauge potential, we solve Eq. (4.28)identically. For a metric ds2 = �dt2 + a2i (dxi)2 Eq. (4.27) leads in momentum-space to:3Xi=1 a�2i iki[@0Ai � ikiA0] = 0 ; (4.29)�@0[e��p�ga�2m (@0Am � ikmA0)] + e��p�ga�2m 3Xn=1 a�2n ikn[iknAm � ikmAn] = 0 ; (4.30)where m = 1; 2; 3 (no sum).We impose the gauge conditions A0 � 0 and k:A = 0 )Pi giikiAi = 0 )Pi a�2i kiAi = 0which corresponds to the radiation gauge. Using the axi-symmetric metric Eq. (4.1), this gaugecondition together with Eq. (4.29) imply the constraint,AL � 0 or kL � 0 ; (4.31)where the index L denotes the longitudinal direction. The gauge condition then reduces to~kT � ~AT = 0, where ~vT denotes the two-dimensional vector in the (y � z) plane. ~AT hence hasone degree of freedom, normal to ~kT , which we simply denote by AT . Due to the breaking ofspherical symmetry the longitudinal (AL) and transverse (AT ) degrees of freedom obey di�erentequations of motion. Introducing the canonical �elds  L � e��=2(b=a)AL and  T � e��=2AT ,Eq. (4.30) leads to  00L + �k2L +�� ��1� k2T � �L�2 � L = 0 ; (4.32) 00T + �k2L +�� ��1� k2T � �T�2 � T = 0 ; (4.33)21



where � 2(�� �)(1� �) ; �L � (3�� 1)(1 + �)4(1� �)2 ; �T � (��+ 2� + 1)(�+ 2� � 1)4(1� �)2 : (4.34)There are two cases to discuss. The above set of equations has to be solved for either (a)  L � 0or (b) kL � 0. Case (a) reduces the system to just one independent equation. Therefore, inthis case, we can simply adapt the discussion of the previous section on axion production inan anisotropic background. In case (b) there are two independent equations. However, sincekL � 0 they reduce to Bessel equations which are exactly solvable.� Case (a): 	L � 0{ Case (I): If the longitudinal momentum (kL) dominates as long as the perturbationis sub-horizon, the spectral energy density in the radiation era is obtained exactlylike in the axionic case:�L(!; s) ' 2 !412�3 s�2�T � !!1�3�2�T ; (4.35)where �T � ( 14 + �T ) 12 = j�=(1� �)j : A at spectrum is recovered for �T = 3=2.Using the Kasner constraint this corresponds to a positive value of �, namely � =7=11, � = �6=11. Hence in this case, PBB ination only takes place in the transversebut not in the longitudinal direction.{ Case (II) If the transverse momentum (kT ) comes to dominate on sub-horizonscales, the in-coming vacuum solution is approximately given by Eq. (4.14). Thesolution for super-horizon modes during the dilaton-driven inationary stage is againgiven by Eqs. (4.16),(4.17) with � = �T . The matching of the gauge potential andits �rst derivatives at the transition from the dilaton-driven era to the radiation-dominated FLRW universe at � = ��1 determines the Bogoliubov coe�cient c�.Recalling that AT = e�=2 T , it is found that for jkT �1j � 1,jc�j2 = 14�2�(�T q)2 �q2��2�T q (kT �1)�2�T q(k�1)�1 "��T � �1� ��2 +O(k�1)2# ;(4.36)where q = (1 � �)=(1 � �) and �T = j�=(1� �)j. The �rst term in the last squarebracket vanishes for positive �. However, only solutions with � < 0 are really ofinterest here since they describe PBB inationary expansion. In summary, for � < 0the spectral energy density of the produced photons is�T (!; s) ' 2�2T�4 !41 [�(�T q)]2 �q2��2�T q (1� s2)��T q � !!1�3�2�T q : (4.37)Thus the density parameter 
em is
em(!; s; �) ' 2g21
(�)8><>: (1� s2)��T q � !!1�3�2�T q if s � sc(!)s�2�T � !!1�3�2�T if s � sc(!) : (4.38)In order to estimate the total energy density per logarithmic frequency interval,
em(!; s; �) has to be integrated over s. The value of sc is determined as before byEq. (4.22). Carrying out the integration, making use of Eqs. (4.24) and (4.25), thedensity parameter of the produced electromagnetic spectrum reads22




em(!; �) � g21
(�)� !!1�n ; (4.39)with the spectral index n,n = � 2 + q � 2�T q = 3��1�� if � < �1 + 2q � 2�T = 3��1�� if � > � : (4.40)In contrast to the axion case, the photon spectrum is always blue. For � = � =�1=p3 the isotropic spectral index, niso = 4 � p3 is recovered [47]. In Fig. 5 thespectral index n is shown as a function of �.� Case (b): kL � 0This case is very particular since it describes the production of photons with wavenumbercon�ned to the symmetry plane.Since  L 6� 0, there are two independent equations 00L + ��� ��1� k2T � �L�2 � L = 0 ; (4.41) 00T + ��� ��1� k2T � �T�2 � T = 0 : (4.42)These equations can be solved in terms of Bessel functions. However, the overall discussionfollows closely that of case (a) (II). The in-coming vacuum solution is again given byEq. (4.14) which in this case is an exact solution during the pre-big-bang phase. Thematching procedure is the same for AT , but note that the solution for  in the radiation-dominated era is also just a function of kT = k. Performing a similar calculation as beforefor AL, the Bogoliubov coe�cient for AL{photons isjc(L)� j2 = 14�2 [�(�Lq)]2 �q2��2�Lq (kT �1)�2�Lq�1 "�� �1� � + �L�2 +O(kT �1)2# ; (4.43)where �L � �2L � 1=4 implies �L = j�=(1� �)j.The spectral energy density, keeping in mind that this result holds just for s = kL=k = 0,is � ' !4�2 �jc(L)� j2 + jc(T )� j2� �(s) ; (4.44)where jc(T )� j2 is given by Eq. (4.36) with k replaced by kT . Integration over directionsthen yields the density parameter
em(!; �) ' g21
 �NL� !!1�mL +NT � !!1�mT� ; (4.45)where N� collects all the numerical factors of order unity in � and jc(�)� j2, respectively,and m� are given by mL = 3 + 2�� 3�1� �mT = 3� �1� � : (4.46)The \e�ective spectral index", the smaller of the two, m� = min(mL;mT ), is indicated inFig. 5. Again, we always obtain blue spectra, if all dimensions are expanding, �; � < 0.23



In order to discuss the production of primordial magnetic �elds it is useful to introduce aparameter r(!) de�ned by [28] r(!) � 
em
 : (4.47)Galaxies are endowed with magnetic �elds of typical strength of order 10�6 G, coherent on acomoving scale of �G � 10 kpc. Assuming the existence of some kind of galactic dynamo rneeds to be of order r(!G) � 10�34 [28].This implies a constraint on the spectral index. With !G ' (10�2Mpc)�1 ' 10�36GeV and!1 ' H1 = g1MPl ' 1016 � 1018GeV, where g1 ' 10�3 � 10�1, this requires n < 0:59. Thiscannot be achieved in this anisotropic PBB model (cf. Fig. 5). Furthermore, the spectral indexis minimal for the photons produced on an isotropic background, or for kL = 0.

FIG. 5. The spectral index n for photon production in an anisotropic pre-big-bang (case (a) solid,case (b) dashed) and is shown as a function of the Kasner exponent �. To obtain a strong enoughmagnetic �eld for successive ampli�cation by a galactic dynamo mechanism n has to lie below the linen � 0:59.Clearly, in the isotropic case the contributions from cases (a) and (b) co��ncide. Note howeverthat in the anisotropic case photon production in the plane kL = 0 dominates (m� < n , atterspectra) over the polarized photons with AL = 0. The kL = 0 photons are speci�c to theanisotropic, not conformally at case and do lead to an enhancement of photon productionin this case. Nevertheless, the e�ect of global anisotropies is not su�cient to produce thenecessary primordial magnetic �elds. Once again allowing for evolving extra dimensions ora long intermediate string phase, one can push the spectral index su�ciently down to createstrong enough magnetic seed �elds [27].V. CONCLUSIONSWe have analyzed some phenomenological aspects induced by particle production in the PBBscenario, which is a particular cosmological model inspired by the duality properties of stringtheory. Assuming that the transition from the pre- to the post-big-bang era will not a�ectthe observational consequences of the PBB model, we compare the theoretical observables withcurrent observational data. In doing so, we provide a test for string theory as a fundamentaltheory and �x some of the parameters of the PBB model.We �rst considered a D-dimensional space-time, containing a four-dimensional homogeneousand isotropic external metric and a (D � 4)-dimensional compacti�ed internal metric, withvanishing axion contribution. We study the evolution of perturbations that may be generatedby the parametric ampli�cation of vacuum uctuations as the universe goes from the pre- to thepost-big-bang era. We study scalar and tensor metric perturbations. We �nd that scalar as well24



as tensor perturbations have very similar amplitudes, and spectra which are growing towardslarge wave-numbers (i.e., blue spectra). A robust prediction of the PBB model is nT = 3, whilestandard inationary models require nT < 0. Dilaton and moduli �eld perturbations have alsosteep blue spectra with a spectral index n = 4. This is of course very di�erent from a scale-invariant Harrison-Zel'dovich spectrum with n = 1. These blue spectra, which are normalizedto g21 at the high frequency end, decay rapidly towards longer wavelengths and are completelynegligible on cosmological scales.Even if a �eld does not contribute to the background evolution, quantum uctuations cannotbe neglected. The induced energy density perturbation is then of second order in the �eldperturbation, but it can lead to appreciable perturbations in space-time geometry. Perturba-tions of �elds which do not contribute to the background are refered to as \seeds". We analyzeelectromagnetic and Kalb-Ramond axion seeds, and study their rôle for the origin of primor-dial galactic magnetic �elds, the large-scale structure and CMB anisotropies. We compute thestochastic uctuations of the energy-momentum tensor of the seeds and determine their contri-bution to the multipole expansion of the temperature anisotropy. We �nd that electromagneticperturbations lead to a \blue" power spectrum whose amplitude is �xed at the string scale; onlarger scales, it decays too fast to produce primordial magnetic �elds which may be ampli�edto the presently observed values. However, since the contribution of electromagnetic perturba-tions to the large-scale anisotropy is negligible, the COBE normalization does not impose anyconstraints to the production of seeds for galactic magnetic �elds. Kalb-Ramond axions, whichare either massless or have a mass up to 100MeV can lead to a at or slightly blue spectrum, inreasonable agreement with current data. The actual value of the axion spectral index dependson the rate of contraction of the internal dimensions during the pre-big-bang era.We also consider four-dimensional spatially at anisotropic PBB cosmological models. Com-puting the energy spectra for massless Kalb-Ramond axions, we �nd that, when integrated overdirections, this model leads to infra-red divergent spectra, as in the case of a four-dimensionalspatially at isotropic model. Similarly, analyzing photon production in this background, we�nd that the obtained blue spectra do not di�er signi�cantly from the isotropic case. Therefore,also the four-dimensional anisotropic pre-big-bang models su�er from the unphysical red axionspectrum and the blue photon spectrum found in the four-dimensional isotropic pre-big-bangmodels.The analysis presented here is valid for modes which exit the horizon before the string phase.However, if the intermediate string phase is su�ciently long, the spectra can be a�ected onsu�ciently large scales which may be of interest for cosmology. Some examples of spectra fromsigni�cantly long string phase have been explored in Refs. [34,27,16]).AcknowledgmentWe have bene�ted from discussions with Alessandra Buonanno, Ed Copeland, GabrieleVeneziano and Filippo Vernizzi. This work is supported by the Swiss NSF.
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